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This August, I made my 22nd pilgrimage to the Holy Land. My wife Sharon and I left for
a two week visit to Israel on August 8th. For all of us who have visited Medinat Yisrael at least
once in our lives, we are aware of the overwhelming spiritual and inspirational impact of that
experience.
The first week we spent in Jerusalem and visited family and friends. My cousin Michael,
who had not been very observant in his life, became extremely committed to Jewish traditions
when he lived in Florida. He made Aliyah a few years ago and lives in a religious community
called Ramat Shlomo just on the outskirts of Jerusalem. We spent some meaningful time with
him and his wonderful family. In addition, his parents were visiting him from Florida and we
also shared many enjoyable experiences with them, as well. Sharon and I attended Shabbat
services at the Great Synagogue and listened to Cantor Motzen and the synagogue choir chant
the Musaf service which was very moving. When we visited the Western Wall, I offered many
prayers including asking God to bless the members of our congregation with a meaningful,
peaceful and healthy New Year. When I touched the tear-soaked stones of the Kotel as I prayed, I
could feel a trembling, a vibration and knew in the deepest depths of my heart, that Hashem was
listening not only to my prayers but to all of the men and women that were praying at this very
holy place. We also visited Masada, the last stronghold of the Jewish zealots during the Roman
occupation of Israel 2000 years ago.
We drove from Jerusalem to Eilat and that journey only validates the reality of how small
Israel is compared to the enormous Arab nations surrounding her. As someone who lived in
New Jersey for 15 years, the comparison of the size of Israel to New Jersey is not a myth. Why
can’t they accept that this small but incredibly important and sacred piece of land is and has
always and will forever belong to the Jewish people? We saw many other sights on this journey,
but we did not see many tourists. Usually places like the Western Wall, the Knesset, the Dead Sea
and Masada are filled with tourist buses. This was not the case this year. It was clear to us that for
some reason, not as many people are visiting the Holy Land today.
I was invited to speak about my newly published book, “The Third Commandment and
the Return of the Anusim,” at the Netanya Academic College. This visit became an important
highlight of my trip. There is a marvelous learning center at the college called the “Institute
for Sefardi and Anousim Studies.” This study center educates the citizens of Israel about the
phenomenon of crypto-Jews in society, holds international conferences which brings in 		
outstanding speakers on the subject, and also reaches out to communities in South America,
Spain, Mexico and other locations where there is a presence of B’nei Anusim. In addition, I had
the privilege of taking a personal tour of the Institute by its manager Salomon Buzaglo who
showed me a direct copy of the diary of Christopher Columbus written in 1492 and the Bible
used by Queen Isabella. This Institute for Sefardi and Anousim Studies is a storehouse of archival
documents and records of the Jewish people from the time of the Inquisition.
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One of the attendees at my talk was my friend, Professor Avraham Gross, who is very
active in the center and who was the keynote speaker at our 13th annual Anusim Conference in
El Paso three years ago. Other participants included Salomon Buzaglo whom I just mentioned,
Esti Ofer, Coordinator for the S. Daniel Abraham Center for Strategic Dialogue of the college,
Dr. Ellie Friedman, Project Manager for the Strategic Dialogue Center, and Lesly Estela Jimenez,
who is part of a unique and very important program entitled March of Life. Lesly’s organization
is presently planning the March of the Nations Plus Conference that will take place in Israel May
13-15, 2018 together with the 70th anniversary of the State of Israel.
Along with Lesly, were two March of Life activists, one from Germany and one from
Roumania. Meeting Lesly was an incredible experience. I had never heard of the March of Life
before I met her. This worthy organization builds understanding between the second and third
generation of Holocaust survivors and second and third generation descendants of Germans and
Nazis responsible for atrocities against the Jewish people. In the case of the survivor families,
they did not go through the horrors of the concentration camps, their parents and grandparents
did. In the case of the descendants of the Nazis, they were not responsible for killing Jews, their 		
parents and grandparents were the murderers. I knew of the March of the Living which brings
teenagers to spend a week visiting concentration camps in Poland and then a week in Israel In
fact, my daughter Rebekah went on that program many years ago. The March of Life is different.
It actually attempts to create understanding, compassion, and peace between the offspring of the
victims of the Holocaust and those who committed the crimes.
The interesting component of my meeting Lesly was learning from her that she was born
and raised in Colombia and as a Catholic; however, when she was a little girl, her father revealed
to her that she actually came from Jewish ancestry from Spain. She then chose to return to her
Jewish heritage. The fact that this young lady, herself being a descendant of the victims of the
Inquisition, not the Holocaust, has now chosen to dedicate her life to ending the racism and
hatred which directly led to the murder of 6 million Jewish souls during World War II, is a
wake-up call to each of us who may have a bit or more of prejudice within us toward people of
different color, race, ethnicity, religion or life style. Lesly and I have formed a bond and we will
continue to work together to bring understanding to the world and how together we can partner
to bring justice, compassion and peace to a world with so much racism, insensitivity, and hatred
for others. As we approach the joyous holiday of Sukkot this month, may each of us work a little
harder to bring peace and justice to this wonderful world that God has created for us. I also hope
that we will make plans in the very near future to visit Israel and to show our brothers and sisters
in the Jewish State how much we love and support them.
I hope that each of us will celebrate the coming holidays at our homes and at our 		
synagogue and may God bless each of us with a very joyous and blessed holiday of Sukkot.

-Rabbi Stephen A. Leon
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L’Shanah Tovah Tikatevu as Rosh Hashanah has just passed and we approach the 		
reverence of Kol Nidre and Yom Kippur. On Rosh Hashanah it is written. On Yom Kippur it is
sealed. May we all be sealed for a good year and for a good life.
These Days of Awe are a time of introspection, an opportunity for us to examine our
actions and ourselves. We have the opening to see things anew and to embrace the power of
change. This is a time of new beginnings and the empowerment of a spiritual rebirth comes as
we collectively confess our sins and ask God for forgiveness.
However, our fasting, our declarations of sin, our supplication for forgiveness, and our
appeals to God for a good life are moot and fall on deaf ears unless we do only one thing. 		
Without this, there is no forgiveness; there is no new start, no change. Without this, we are
hypocrites of the highest order.
We must repair our interpersonal lives before we gain access to forgiveness from God. Kol
Nidre does not get us off the hook. We must forgive the people who have wronged us, and
apologize and ask for forgiveness from those whom we have hurt in any way. We must begin
again to treat other people as we would like to be treated. Only this opens the gates for our
prayers.
Please, before the gates are closed and the final Shofar sounds, make amends with your
fellow congregants. Forgiving each other, embracing each other, and supporting each other in
our uniqueness begins the process of healing and strengthening. When we put Love in all our 		
people, we build a congregation with a Heart. Changing ourselves will change our Shul.
The future is happening to Congregation B’nai Zion. Some practical approaches to dealing
with it will be coming in issues of the Messenger and on E-Blast. My warmest wishes to each of
my CBZ family for a sweet year.

Shalom,

-David Sabal
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In the last issue of the Messenger I discussed B’nai Zion staff ’s plan to become “ice skaters.” Ice
skaters are graceful, gliding easily through their work day, making it look effortless to the casual 		
observer. And ice skaters power through the rough spots, practicing and persevering until they achieve
their desired results.
Because they work quietly in the background, many of our congregants may not know what our
kitchen ice skaters do. Lupita and Viri comprise our kitchen staff. Yes, just the two of them. During
slow weeks, they arrive at work at 6:45 a.m. on Monday and Thursday to serve a bagel breakfast after
minyan. They also prepare an Oneg Shabbat on Friday, serve Kiddush lunch Saturday, prepare the
seudat shlesheet for Saturday evening and serve a bagel breakfast after Sunday morning services every
week.
We don’t, however, have many slow weeks. Most weeks, in addition to the meal planning, 		
shopping, cooking, baking, serving, setting and clearing tables, washing dishes, pots and pans, cleaning
the kitchen, laundering and ironing linens and record keeping done during slow weeks, there are special
events, holidays and activities that require kitchen services. We serve refreshments at monthly board
meetings and the newly established Third Thursday Circle meetings. It’s our kitchen staff who prepares
the monthly Meals-to-Go Shabbat dinners and the occasional special meals-to-go requested by 		
members. Viri and Lupita also prepare the trays of food we deliver to families in mourning.
We rely on the kitchen to prepare the annual community Passover Seder, the Tu B’Shvat Seder,
and to enhance our holiday experiences with traditional foods on Shavuot, Sukkot, Simchat Torah, 		
Chanukah, Purim and secular holidays such as the annual Thanksgiving No Leftovers Shabbat and our
Mother’s Day and the Father’s Day brunches.
Lupita and Viri regularly serve Shabbat dinner for special occasions such as the recent Aloha
Shabbat and for our synagogue and Sisterhood board installation. Lupita and Viri are frequently called
upon to help with life cycle event meals: B’nei Mitzvot, baby namings, special birthdays, anniversaries, a
Boy Scout Eagle Court of Honor. When 15 members of a Boy Scout troop from Houston visited El Paso
in June, Lupita and Viri served Shabbat dinner, overnight snacks and breakfast Saturday morning in
addition to the regular Shabbat lunch and seudat meals.
These tireless women are also key to community events that take place at B’nai Zion. The food
for this year’s Yom Ha’Atzmaut celebration and for the recent annual Anusim Conference was prepared
in our kitchen. We turn to the kitchen for Talmud Torah back-to-school and end-of-year celebrations,
too. They provided all the meals and snacks for more than 40 Camp Shamayim campers and staff for
two weeks this summer.
Lupita and Viri inspect all food coming into our kitchens to ensure we maintain the highest levels
of kashrut. When guest cooks are in our kitchen, they provide the required supervision for kashrut
purposes. They are responsible for insuring our kitchens are properly cleaned and koshered for
Passover, too. They are dependable, easy to work with and cheerfully accept extra assignments. They
never disappoint and, most notably, everything – that is, everything – they serve is delicious. Next time
you’re indulging in the wonderful refreshments at shul, I encourage you take a moment to appreciate the
phenomenal effort that went into what you’re eating. Acknowledge what marvelous ice skaters Lupita
and Viri are and thank them for the fine service they provide to us all.
L’shana tova,

-Debra Pazos
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From my last article, some changes for B’nai Zion Sisterhood have occurred. As with any new leadership,		
“growing pains” initially are expected (thank you for your understanding). A few corrections related to 		
programming include:
				October 8th		Evening in the Sukkah
				
“If your lulav or etrog fall to the floor, do you have to kiss it?”
				
October 15th		
B’nai Zion Paid-Up Membership Brunch
				
Theme-Breakfast at Tiffany’s B’nai Zion Style!
				
November 14th
Book Review and Concert with Rabbi Stephen Leon
				
Book-“The Third Commandment and the Return of the Anusim”
				
CD-“Songs my Father Taught Me”
However, B’nai Zion Sisterhood’s foundation and goals remain the same. We exist to support B’nai Zion,
Talmud Torah, and BZUSY, but more importantly you. This is accomplished through offering our members
meaningful programs and valuable opportunities. To achieve this, we have included “Dancing with Dora” for
those of us who enjoy exercise and Gift Shop discounts (for those of us who enjoy a different type of exercise). In
addition, the Board continues Sisterhood initiatives, with you in mind.
One of the most important ventures is the production of a new B’nai Zion directory. In this manner, we
are better able to stay in touch. Please take the time to complete the form provided on the next page. If you would
like to assist us, feel free to contact me.
Likewise, Sisterhood is re-invigorating previous projects. The Gift Shop has implemented a new strategy
which includes additional items at lower price points and those which appeal to a broader market. Also, there are
more children’s merchandise as well as local artists offerings. Along with the Gift Shop, the Kitchen is “heating up”
with improvements. All the menus will reflect our members’ tastes and permit better customization. Popular		
suggestions are now incorporated into our options.
However, our enhancements are not just focused on Sisterhood. We will continue to partner with Talmud
Torah to offer support for their educational needs. In addition, Sisterhood and BZUSY may work jointly towards
common goals for programming.
All of our efforts are not possible without you. This is evident through your involvement with
membership, program attendance and fundraising. We look forward to you joining B’nai Zion Sisterhood and
attending the Membership Brunch. Likewise, Sisterhood is very appreciative to everyone who participated in the
“Honey from the Heart” fundraiser with sales of over 300 bottles!!
As we continue to enjoy the Sukkot and Simchat Torah holidays, let this be a joyous time to celebrate
together. Special gratitude is expressed by Sisterhood to the following
•
•

Sandy and Lee Nadler for their computer donation to the Gift Shop
Bernadine Belkin for her many dedicated years in support of the Torah Fund

Sisterhood looks forward to more changes as we evolve to better meet your needs. However, remember
that you, our members, help strengthen us which permits the continued opportunities for mitzvot to achieve
tikkun olam.
In Sisterhood,

-Debbie Cohen

debcoh@aol.com
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CBZ Sisterhood
Paid-up Membership
Brunch

What to wear? Your best
little black dress and your
jewels!

Breakfast at Tiffany’s
B’nai Zion Style

We will share the stories of
our jewels at our tables and
the best stories with the
entire gathering.

Sunday, October 15
10:00 a.m.
Friedman Social Hall
Free if membership has
been paid by October 10.
$15+membership at the door.
Guests $18

Come and see a unique fashion
show featuring Shappard
creations!

CBZ - Sisterhood Book Review
7:00PM

November 14, 2017
CBZ Friedman Social Hall

Ladies’ (and Gentlemen’s)
Evening in the Sukkah
with the Rabbi
Sunday, October 8, 2017
6:00 p.m. (right after minyan)
Congregation B’nai Zion Sukkah
Sponsored by B’nai Zion Sisterhood
(all B’nai Zion members
are invited)

The Third Commandment and the Return of
the Anusim: A Rabbi’s Memoir of an 		
Incredible People, by Rabbi Stephen Leon
Please join Congregation B’nai Zion on November 14
at 7 p.m. for the Sisterhood sponsored book review,
The Third Commandment and the Return of the
Anusim: A Rabbi’s Memoir of an Incredible People.
The event is open to men and women from the entire
Jewish community. You do not need to have read the
book. Rabbi Leon will speak about the book, take
questions as well as open it up to others who may
want to share stories, and he will entertain us with
songs from his new CD, “Songs my Father Taught Me.”
Light refreshments will be served.

Enjoy a delicious dinner
in the Sukkah and
enjoy Rabbi Leon’s lesson –
“If your lulav and etrog fall to the
floor, do you have to kiss them?”
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B’nai Zion Directory Listing
2018-2019
Name

___________________________________________________________

Prefix

___________________________________________________________

Address

___________________________________________________________

City

___________________________________________________________

State

___________________________________________________________

Zip

___________________________________________________________

Home Phone

___________________________________________________________

Cell Phone (His)

___________________________________________________________

Cell Phone (Hers)

___________________________________________________________

Email (His)

___________________________________________________________

Email (Hers)

___________________________________________________________

Please return this completed form by email to Debbie Cohen debcoh@aol.com or drop it off to
the B’nai Zion office by October 20, 2017 (specify exactly the information you want printed in
the B’nai Zion Directory). Directory listings are for Congregational use only. Commercial,
business or solicitation use of this information is prohibited.

Check this box to use the same information as the previous Directory issue.

Check this box to exclude your information from the Directory.
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Congregation B’nai Zion Sisterhood
Affiliated with
Women’s League for Conservative Judaism
Pacific Southwest Region
Membership Form
2017-2018
Yes! Please include me for membership in Congregation B’nai Zion Sisterhood! I want to support the
synagogue, maintain the Kosher kitchens, provide complete catering services for weekly Oneg Shabbats and
life cycle events, help the Talmud Torah, USY, Kadima, and maintenance of the cemetery, as well as special
programs sponsored by Sisterhood during the year.
Name ________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State ___________ Zip _________
Telephone (home) ____________________ (cell) _____________________
E-mail _______________________________________________________
I am a first-time member of Sisterhood. Yes _______ No _______
Please select the category of membership you desire.
□

Mitzvah Sponsor……………… $236.00 (listed as sponsor for all Sisterhood events this year
and in every issue of The Messenger; no further fees
are assessed for any Sisterhood event this year,
10% Gift Shop discount)

□

Torah Sponsor………………… $118.00 (listed as sponsor for all Sisterhood events and in
The Messenger, 10% Gift Shop discount)

□

Chaver Sponsor………………

□

optional $5.00 donation to the Hinda Goodman Cemetery Fund

$30.00 (this is the basic membership fee)

Total amount $______________
Please enclose your check made out to Congregation B’nai Zion Sisterhood and send it with this form to CBZ Sisterhood, 805
Cherry Hill Lane, El Paso, Texas 79912, or complete credit card information below and mail the form to above address.
Name on credit card __________________________________ Credit card # _______________________________
Expiration date _____________________ CVV# __________ Zip code __________
Signature ___________________________________________

RSVP here for Membership luncheon on Sunday, October 15th:
_____ Yes, I will attend

_____ Sorry, I can’t be there
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BZUSY is doing a drive for The Lee & Beulah Moor Children’s Home. You will see a bin in the front of the
synagogue through Simchat Torah. They are in need of the following items:
Toiletries:





Full Size Shampoo
Full Size Conditioner
Body Wash
Razors

Household Items:





Detergent
Fabric Softener
Cleaning Products
Any packaged socks or underwear for ages 7-18

Thank you so much and Happy New Year!!!!
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The Great Gift Shop Kippah Giveaway
Sisterhood gave away free
kippahs to Talmud Torah
& EPJA students. Students
each selected a
new kippah.

Thanks to B’nai Zion
Sisterhood for the
wonderful welcome
back to school gift!

Shalom Yoga
Congregation B’nai Zion held its first series of Shalom Yoga through the months of
August & September. Special thanks to our anonymous donor who made this
program available through a generous grant.

B’nai Zion Summer Fun Days
“Summer Fun Days” field trips to the National Weather Service Facility and
Premiere Cinemas at Bassett Place Mall to See “Home.”

B’nai Zion kids at Premiere
Cinemas

CBZ member and meteorologist, Marissa Pazos,
demonstrates launching a weather balloon.
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Debra Pazos
and Mendle Goldberg
celebrate their birthday
at B’nai Zion.

BAR MITZVAH - MOISES AARON HOLLAND
My name is Moises Aaron Holland. My Bar Mitzvah is going to
be on October 28, 2017, at Congregation B’nai Zion. I want to thank my
parents James and Michelle and my sister Hannah for their love and
support.
I’m a 7th grader at St. Marks and my favorite subject is Math.
When I grow up I want to be a dentist and specialize in Pediatric
Orthodontics. When I’m not busy with schoolwork, I like to play
tennis, soccer with my friends and videogames. My favorite team is
the Denver Broncos. I also like to travel and my favorite place to go is
Panama where I get to see my grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins.
At the beginning of my Bar Mitzvah studies I had an idea for
my project. After seeing what happened in Houston and Florida I have
changed my mind. For my Bar Mitzvah project, I will donate a portion
of my Bar Mitzvah money to the American Red Cross to help people
affected by Hurricane Harvey, and Irma. The Red Cross provides
emergency assistance in disasters like this and I strongly believe these
are the people that need us the most at this moment. I encourage all of
you to help those who have lost so much during these natural disasters.
Sometimes we think our help is not big enough, but if we all help we can
make a big difference.
I have enjoyed my studies with Rabbi Leon and look forward to
becoming a Bar Mitzvah.

Congregants joined to celebrate Selichot
and usher in the High Holidays.
Photos by: Edward “Doobie” Dubowitz

Thanks to our generous donors for CYJ
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Sunday, November 5, 2017
12:00 PM – 2:00 PM
805 Cherry Hill Lane
(B’nai Zion)
A Community Wide Event
Free Health Services
Free Wellness Information
Healthy Snacks Available
Activities for Children

A special thank you to the following members for sponsoring:
Sunday Morning Bagel Breakfast
(6/10/17) Neorah Garcia – In honor of John Garcia
(6/17/17) Art & Linda Corral – In memory of Doris & Eric Rose
(7/09/07) Robin Gold – In loving memory of Ruby Berman
(7/23/17) Erika La Coste – In loving memory of Hal La Coste
(7/30/17) Evelyn Goodman & family – In loving memory of David E. Goodman
(8/27/17) Annalie Rollins, Marlene Benz, Sandra Levenson and Michael Epstein – In loving memory of Joseph Epstein
(9/03/17) Avi Kotkowski – In loving memory of Aviva Kotkowski
(9/10/17) Tanny Berg & Leah Chayes – In loving memory of Jack Berg
(9/24/17) Tanny Berg & family – In loving memory of Henry Schlusselberg
Beautiful Flowers that Adorn our Bimah
(7/08/17) Harold Peitzer – In loving memory of Natalie Peitzer and Fanny Shapiro
(7/15/17) Rose Kupfer – In loving memory of Grandmother Eisenberg
Shalom Yoga
Special thanks to our anonymous donor who made this program available through a generous grant.
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10/01
Neftali Maldonado
Jaime Rubinstein

10/14
Julie Otis
Paulette Newberger

10/02
Lee J. Nadler
Sheri Rosenbaum

10/15
Howard Goldberg
Joshua Grodin

10/03
Sheri Cohen

10/16
Rose Gallardo-Herrera
Mady Hunter
Ellyn Bork

10/04
Monica Kimmelman
Erin Busch
10/05
Helen Pearlmutter
10/06
Judith Goldfarb
10/08
Richard Grodin
10/09
Noah Hagins
Julian Cohen
10/11
Joani Schonberg
Cesar Carrasco
10/12
Adam Levine
Salomon Holland
10/13
Tara Peitzer
Jason Schwartz

10/17
Esther Kishk
David Schecter
Lisa Nadler
Nat Holzer
10/18
Marshall Ethan Lipson
Ross Theodore Lipson
10/19
Henri Rafael
Moises Holland
10/20
Yolanda Radcliffe
Simon Askenazi
Bryan Goldman
Michael Jaffee
Elizabeth Holland
10/21
Amit Toren
Sandra Nadler
Jack Cohen
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10/23
Brynne Blaugrund
Arie Braun
Cesar Pazos, Jr.
Ninette Altus
Brett Goldberg
10/24
Sara Blaugrund
10/25
Beverly Reiter
10/26
Arlene Feinberg
Gil Kimmelman
Mona Goldberg
10/27
Marc Cloutier
Seth Daniel Krasne
10/29
Rebecca Otis
Morris Marcus
10/30
Lynn Kobren
Jared Grodin
10/31
Jack Peitzer
Mark Hutman
Melissa Silverstein

Jack Eisenberg – In honor of your 90th birthday!
Arvin & Beverly Robinson
David & Cheryl Rosen
Lowell & Shirley Nussbaum
Justin & Marilyn Mendeloff
Keith & Becky Myers
David McCellan & Heather Rosen
Clifford & Martha Eisenberg
Anthony & Robin Furman
Judy Bargman
JoAn Rosen
Eileen Cohen

10/02
Jeffrey & Catherine Weislow
10/05
Mario Gurany-Ochoa & Ariela
Orellana

Mark & Patty Hutman – With great thanks for being the guardians
of our ancestors
Carol Kantor & Stacia Deutsch
Clement & Amy Marcus – In honor of Troy’s engagement to
Leslie Manzano
Anthony & Robin Furman
Jaqueline Zehden – Happy Birthday
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum

10/08
Todd & Sheri Reiter
10/16
Gilberto Ureste Sr. & Alia 		
Garcia-Ureste
10/24
Tibor & Ann Schaechner
10/26
Randy & Loretta Fertel

Milton Cherno - Happy Birthday
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum

10/29
Jack & Sandy Peitzer

Ruth Erlich - Happy Birthday
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Moshe Bork - Happy Birthday
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Louis & Aida Galanter – In honor of your anniversary
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Moshe & Ellyn Bork – In honor of your anniversary
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
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Marvin Roth
Charles Ramenofsky
Marcia Dahlberg
Nat & Nanci Maddus
Geraldine Karkowsky
Marlene Golden
Dr. Louis & Marie Robbins
Bernard & Molly Goldberg
Mark & Dori Fenenbock
Anthony & Robin Furman
Marjorie Ospovat
Stuart Glovin
Tony & Lindsay Gronich
El Paso Country Club
Adam & Dana Frank
Leslie Figari
Jeanmarie Warren
Martha Goldberg
Lester & Wendy Rothschild
Arthur Silberg
Sam & Gayle Belford
Florine Sachs
Sharon Stein
Robert Brown
Blanche Brown
Howard Brown
Janice Schuffman
Arlene Welborn
Ruth Brown
Blanche Brown
Regina Reisel Kellen
Jay & Mimi Gladstein
David Greenberg
Sherman & Sandra Levenson

Libe Holland
Rose Holland
Ruth Gniazdowitz
Branche Schutz
Rose Holland
Goldie Cohen
Jack & Ruja Cohen
Ida Cohen
Jack & Ruja Cohen
Abe Cohen
Jack & Ruja Cohen
Henry Kellen
Jay & Mimi Gladstein
Samuel Zucker
Robert & Carol Teplitz
Dora Gniazdowitz
Ruth Gniazdowitz
Sara Joanna Kaim
Dr. Boris Kaim &
Fifi Heller-Kaim
Sarah Rosen
Victor Butcher
Rebecca Wiederman
Ruth Gniazdowitz
Eileen Licht
Kenneth & Joan Korn
In memory of our parents
and loved ones
Bernard & Molly Goldberg
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Chaya Rubinstein
Jaime & Martha Rubinstein
Bonnie Martinez
Richard & Eileen Armour
Robert & Leslie Beckoff
Lester & Cherryll Lieberman
Mark & Patricia Hutman
Laura & Denise Tolentino
Kenneth & Joan Korn
Charlotte Roth
Richard & Jacqueline Zehden
Gerald & Stanlee Rubin
Sheila Roth
Isidore Greenberg
Harvey & Idelle Greenberg
Sally Gulbas
Victor Butcher
Anne Butcher
Victor Butcher
Samuel Butcher
Victor Butcher
Aviva Kotkowski
Lester & Cherryll Liberman
Arvin & Beverly Robinson
Laura & Denise Tolentino
Louis & Miriam Rosenbaum
Sharon Stein
Joseph Epstein
Sherman & Sandra Levenson
Rachel Schlusselberg
Jack Schlusselberg

10/01 (11 Tishrei)
Henry Schlusselberg
10/02 (12 Tishrei)
Anne Beleck

10/13 (23 Tishrei)
Yakov Rubin
Lazar Kopilowitz
Lena Swartz
Norton Landfield

10/03 (13 Tishrei)
Ida Siegelman
Joseph Gniazdowitz

10/14 (24 Tishrei)
Norton Furman
William Goldfarb

10/04 (14 Tishrei)
Dora Veta
Arlene Pergricht
Georgie Schwartz

10/15 (25 Tishrei)
Samuel Butcher
Fanny Plaut
Alma Goldfarb
Debra Eckert
Mimi Lait
Jacob Peitzer

10/25 (5 Cheshvan)
Ida Cinofsky
Irma Garcia

10/16 (26 Tishrei)
Richard Carvajal
Sallye Engman

10/27 (7 Cheshvan)
Dora Pulner
Minah Metzger

10/17 (27 Tishrei)
Moses Holland
Nathan Behrman

10/28 (8 Cheshvan)
David Kofsky
Charles Pulner

10/08 (18 Tishrei)
Allen Levine
Julius Guez
Sidney Kaplowitz

10/20 (30 Tishrei)
Sam Deener
Sophie Plaut
Lilian Schnitzer
Louis Schoichet

10/29 (9 Cheshvan)
Fred Goldman
Michael Slater

10/10 (20 Tishrei)
Calman Ellowitz
Pearl Pracker

10/21 (1 Cheshvan)
David Korn
Maida Dubin

10/11 (21 Tishrei)
Nathan Pepper

10/22 (2 Cheshvan)
Esther Braun
Gizela Rosenzweig
Julius Rosenzweig

10/05 (15 Tishrei)
Morris Horowitz
Isaac Gniazdowitz
10/06 (16 Tishrei)
Louis Postinick
Clara Stone
Sara Askenazi
10/07 (17 Tishrei)
Jennie Roth
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10/23 (3 Cheshvan)
Mary Freed
Miriam Aaronson
10/24 (4 Cheshvan)
Rachel Frank
Rebeca Basrawi
Hyman Galanter
Susan Shugart

10/26 (6 Cheshvan)
Sidney Levine
Sarah Schwartz

10/30 (10 Cheshvan)
Esther Kravitz
Morris Marcus
Berny Rothschild
Benjamin Galatzan
10/31 (11 Cheshvan)
Diane Friedman
Samuel Kurman
Harry Bloomfield
Lauren Wechter
Emil Reisel
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